CAT. No. 83900

DETACHABLE CORD SET UK1–13P (BS1363A) ANGLE PLUG AND IEC–60320 C–7 CONNECTOR, 2.5A–250V, (FUSED 3 AMPERE), 1.8 METER LONG, BLACK, HANKED.

APPROVALS
- BSI
- CEBEC
- DEMKO
- FI
- IEC
- KEMA
- NEMKO
- OVE
- SEMKO
- SEV
- UTE
- VDE

CERTIFICATIONS
- CE
- ROHS

STANDARDS
- BS 1363 A
- IEC 60320

SPECIFICATIONS:

1. OVERALL LENGTH: 1.8 METERS
2. CONDUCTORS: 0.75 MM² x 2 (BROWN/BLUE)
3. JACKET: H03VV–H2–F, BLACK
4. PLUG: BS1363A, RIGHT ANGLE, BLACK (3 AMPERE FUSE)
5. CONNECTOR: IEC 60320 C–7, STRAIGHT, BLACK
6. RATED: 2.5 AMPERE 250 VOLT
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